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"Redefine the Drive" Suggestions

1. Safety
a. Straighten the S Curve.
b. Extend the exit ramp at Belmont and adjust signals for rush hour.
c. Extend southbound entrance ramp at Fullerton.
d, Lower speed limit but redesign roadway to eliminate bottlenecks such as Chicago.
e. Extend length of time for green traffic signals on the drive based upon traffic volume

detecled by imbedded sensors.
2. Separation ofusers

a. Have a physically separated path for pedestrians that means restricted to people that
are only walking or running.

b. Have separate path for bicyclists divided into high speed and low speed lanes. Low
speed lanes reserved for recreational bicyclists, inline skaters and skateboarders.

3. Beautification
a. Expand center median and plant trees that can tolerate salt but grow over the roadway

to establish a boulevard feel.
b. When parkland is reduced to improve safety [e.g. extending rampsJ, increase required

replacement plantings.
c. Consider overpasses made of [or clad with) limestone similar to the Iook beneath the

Ulysses S. Grant sculpture.
d. Install permanent Lakefront Sculptures along the entire drive on the Lake Michigan

side.
4. Way finding

a, Deveiop maps of lakefront attractions with non-automobile methods of getting to the
Iakefront highlighted.

b. Locate maps at CTA stations, Divvy bike stations, along the lakefront and major roadway
intersections.

5. Transportation Alternatives
a. Study impact on local streets if Lake Shore Drive Capacity is reduced.
b. Consider dedicated bus lanes only during rush hours for non-polluting hybrid or electric

busses.
c. Establish a trolley with east-west connections from CTA Elevated stops to the lakefront

to reduce need for automobiles.
d. Increase Divvy bike stations and bike racks along lakefront.

6. Parking
a. Respect the needs of Lake Shore Drive buildings that were built in the 20's and do not

have parking facilities.
b. Provide turnoffs with lake overlooks.
c. Convert all parking lots into environmentally friendly including permeable pavers,

exteusive landscaping and additional land for storm water retention.
d. Investigate shared member parking between Lincoln Park Zoo and Peggy Noteabart

Nature Museum. Note: Zoo is busiest during the summer and the Nature Museum at
other times
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I am glad to hear there is a focus on improving north Lake Shore Drive and its environs.

There needs to be, however, common sense and realism in the design. The current

bike/jogging/walking paths are very dangerous with bike riders who think they are in

the Tour de France ruining it for others. One such rider ran into my daughter head on

when she was L0 years old because he was trying to get around walkers. She's now 24

and to this day will not ride a bike in the city. There definitely needs to be separation of

the paths in the park land so everyone, whether walking, running, or biking, can safely

enjoy the lakefront. Sharing the same path is not working.

I hope that the "experts" making suggestions for the re-design of the Drive, including

removing a lane of traffic and lowering the speed limit for cars, are not the ones who

redesigned the Edens/Kennedy intersection to be much worse than it was. I do not think

either lane reduction or lower speed limit is a good idea. These rank right up there with

other recent bad ideas like the bus lane on Ashland that will not allow for left turns on

Ashland and force auto and truck traffic onto the neighborhood streets. These designs

are anti-auto. lt is 20L3, not 1930, and the horse has left the barn, so to speak. The auto

is a fact of life and the Drive, whether you like it or not, is a major thoroughfare through

the city. Reducing the number of lanes for cars and lowering the speed limit willjust

create more congestion, lead to road rage, and result in more accidents. I understand

that your goal is to make the roadway safer but I do not believe that is what will happen

by reducing the lanes for cars and lowering the speed limit. We need to be realistic. The

ripple effects need to be studied and anticipated, which certainly didn't happen with the

Edens/Kennedy interchange or the Ashland bus lane.



Please do all you can to rote against any major renoration of NORTH Lakeshore Dr mentioned in your update
email below.

The city has done man'elous updates already to Lakeshore dr. Please do not dir,ert much needed money from
other areas to take away use our lake front. lt is good enough as is.

The city has much more pressing issues to fund. As good neighbors we have got to find ways to make the city
safer and get jobs for lower income communities. Dircrt funds to improrements there.

When those blighted communities thrire, Lincoln Park will benefit by NOT attracting those trying to escape their
blight who meander, loiter or flash mob from the north side lake front.

This is NOT a need in our near bankrupt city or state. This is a luxury. This would be like a near bankrupt family
landscaping their yard in lieu of paying rent or buying food.

ln addition, taking the lake front out of service forsuch a long time would take away much of the appeal and could
hurt real estate market during the 5 year timeline for impror,ements!

lf traffic is an issue through Grant Park... Maybe that's just an education issue informing residents of using Lower
Wacker to bypass the park to get EASY access to 290 I 90194 155.

lf this is something that the Cubs are pushing for- let them find the funds to pay. We can't let a sports team rule
the quality of life OUTSIDE of WrigleyVlle. Most of us locals are fine during game traffc. We know how to use
CTA. The game traffc represents so little of our road time in a calendaryear.

Rush hour traffic is nothing compared to other large cities like LA and NYC. Lakeshore renorations on the
NORTH side to date are good ENOUGH!

I will do our best to attend public sessions. I wanted to let you know our thoughts and ask you to NOT support
any MAJOR rework of NORTH Lakeshore.
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